Military Eggs All In One Basket

Steed Facing 350,000 New Faces

BY ROGER AUSTIN

WASHINGTON — Oklahoma's 12th appointee Monday announced that the Congressional District has not yet been designated for the state. The U.S. House of Representatives, which appointed 12th apportionment, was unable to reach a consensus on the matter.

Mississippi Bomb Kills NAACP Aide

MISSISSIPPI, May 15 — A bomb exploded outside a NAACP office in Jackson, Mississippi, killing a prominent civil rights leader and wounding two others.

He's Missing...No, There He Is!

New York City, May 16 — A search for a missing person turned into a successful search when the missing individual was found alive.

Pops Up In New York

Marriage Rosy, Snowden Claims

NEWARK — January 20 — Robert Snowden, a prominent civil rights leader, announced his engagement to Elizabeth Rose, a well-known activist.

Conoco Cuts Price Hike

CINCINNATI — Conoco, the nation's largest oil company, announced that it will cut its gasoline prices by 5 cents a gallon.

He's in Japan

She's in London

Governor's Pressure Wins REMAP BILL READY FOR BARTLETT OK

House Snubs City's Pleas

In the Depths

H. W. Hillbilly was swallowed by an OSAE member in an emergency meeting. He went on to explain that the meeting was necessary due to the current crisis.

Playboy Enemies Screen Evidence

Representatives of both the House and Senate requested that video evidence of a recent event be shown in court.

Oklahoma Republicans Creep By Creep, They Gain

By James Austin

Oklahoma's congressional delegation is making slow and steady gains. While the state's four representatives have been relatively inactive in recent years, all four are expected to remain in their current seats.

The Inside News

The Inside News is a separate section of the Oklahoma Journal that provides local news and information.
Time To End Nepotism

The word "nepotism" has been under
spoken in recent years. It has origi-
nated with the ancient Greeks who
described the practice of appointing
relatives to important positions.

Nepotism is not only a problem in
politics, but also in business and the
media. It occurs when a person is
appointed to a position based on their
relationship to another person rather
than on their qualifications.

The People's Voice

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Bill Tharp

Jaws Close On
Sorcerers

Counties' rules LET FISHING PSHN with
Missouri the state of safety-height limits.

Everyone Misses $5 Prize

Mystery Guest Still A Mystery

Bill To Hike
Teacher Pay
$820 Yearly

State Gets $1.8 Million For Roads

Before You Remodel or Redecorate

BONNIE ROGERS
GRAND OPENING

NEW STORE OFFICER OPEN

SPECIALS

SALE

COMPARE PRICES!

U.S. STEEL SORRY

For Hitting Too High

ECONOMIC IMPROVEMENT CENTER

BONNIE ROGERS
SALES OF BEAUTY

State Gets $1.8 Million For Roads

Before You Remodel or Redecorate

KRAZY DAZE
SPECIALS AT LEVINE'S

PAINT & WALL COVERINGS

FLOORING

ECONOMY SQUARE PAINT & HOME IMPROVEMENT CENTER

On Sale Now at the Value of

Bel City Shoe Dept.

Save Yours Now!

Shoe Savings! Can Too

SOLD OUT TO SHOP AT FOUNDERS!

Foot Savings, Fall Savings, Winter Savings
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VOTE - YES TO-DAY

THE FOLLOWING CITIZENS RECOMMEND A YES VOTE TO-DAY

VOTE - YES TO-DAY

YOU OPPORTUNITY TO HELP BUILD MIDWEST CITY

MORE NEW INDUSTRY WILL FOLLOW

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON BOND ISSUE

1. Why you vote "Yes" in this election?

2. More opportunities for residents will be provided.

3. New business will be attracted to the area.

4. Who will vote "Yes"?

HOW MUCH INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION COULD RESULT IF THE BOND ISSUE IS APPROVED?

FACTS ON INDUSTRIAL REVENUE BOND ISSUE

BUNNING GETS 80 G'S; Alomar Joins Astros

TULSA INVITED TO MIT

K-STATE JOLTS OU

Size Doesn't Stop Chocaw
OBU, OCC To Clash

Most Vicious Athletes May Be Roller Dames

Shed Lost By Miners For Playoff

Fitness 'In' At Muskogee

East Central Coach Quits

Attempts Bored To Shelve Canal

Water Link To East In Danger

Rockets' No Worry For City

Abortion Hearing!

Chl Scoring

OU Runner Eyes Record

Elsea Case Clues Sent To Capitol

'The Bible' Opens At Broadway

Council To Eye Sale Of Stock

Oklahoma University of Technology

Discount Trophy's

Sportsmen's Expo

Upf Cage Poll

Oaklawn Results

Chl Scoring

UPF Cage Poll

Oklahoma University of Technology

NBA Scoring
YOU CAN’T BEAT THIS DEAL on Reader-Reacher WANT ADS!

ONE CALL DOES IT! DIAL OR 2-3322

ANDBET ONE OF THE JOURNAL’S FRIENDLY ADVISORS EXPLAIN OUR READER REACHER WANT ADS!
Marine's Daring Charge Brings Medal Of Honor

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The United States Navy announced today that Marine Corporal John Anderson has been awarded the Medal of Honor for his bravery in the face of enemy fire during a recent operation in Southeast Asia.

Corporal Anderson, a member of the 1st Division, was serving as a rifleman in a combat unit when enemy forces opened fire on his unit. Despite being severely wounded, he continued to engage the enemy, single-handedly driving off the attacking force. His actions saved the lives of several of his comrades.

The Medal of Honor is the highest military award that can be awarded to a United States service member for exceptional heroism in the face of the enemy.

Congressmen Ask General Ethics Reform

UNITED STATES — Congress is currently discussing a bill that would require all federal officials to disclose any financial interests that could conflict with their public duties.

The bill, introduced by Representative John Smith, would apply to all federal officials, including presidents, governors, and lawmakers. It would require officials to disclose any financial interests that could influence their decisions, such as investments in companies that make products sold to the military.

Local Insurance Company Expands

Local Founders Life Insurance Company, a leading provider of life insurance in the United States, announced today that it has expanded its operations into new markets.

The company, which was founded in 1892, now offers life insurance in all 50 states. The expansion comes as the company continues to grow its customer base and increase its market share.

Mrs. White Service Set

Dr. Howell Rites Scheduled Today

Dr. Howell Rites, a prominent local doctor, is scheduled to be buried today at the local cemetery. The service, which will be attended by family and friends, will include a eulogy by the doctor's daughter, Dr. Linda Rites.

Matthewes Rites Set

Matthewes, a long-time resident of the area, is scheduled to be buried at the local cemetery tomorrow. The service, which will be attended by family and friends, will include a eulogy by Matthewes' son, John Matthewes.
**SHOWROOM EXPANSION EVENT**

Evans has opened 12 new expanded departments to now bring you the largest furniture showroom in America. Over 2 city blocks of furniture display.

The largest selection of furniture appliances, carpet, and bedding in the United States. Color, style, quantity and quality like you have never seen before.

All of our major manufacturers have joined us in the gala expansion celebration to bring you furniture and appliance values like you have never seen before.

**HUGE UNCRATED APPLIANCE STOCK AT SENSATIONAL PRICES**

Evans has opened the Southwest's largest Frigidaire appliance Center, giving you the largest selection of appliances anywhere.

---

**DISH WASHERS**

Custom designed frigidaire front loading washer with 10 cycle setting, includes: 1 1/2 cubic foot capacity. No belt drive. Stainless, White. 110 volt. 2-year warranty.

**Dishwashers**

Deluxe front loading dishwasher with 12 cycle settings. Stainless, White. One year warranty.

**FREEZERS**

Deluxe, front loading freezer with 8.2 cubic feet capacity. Stainless, White. One year warranty.

**FREIGHTERS**


**SPECIAL 3 ONLY**

TWO SPEED FRIGIDAIRE AUTOMATIC WASHER WITH EXCLUSIVE 5 YEAR WARRANTY

3貝of these top of the line Frigidaire automatic washers. Washer has 2 cycle timer controls. Total 4 cycles. This is the #1 washer with self-rinse, automatic 1.5 bushel basket. Hurry while they last.

$189.99

**SPECIAL 5 ONLY**

FRIGIDAIRE DISHWASHER COMPLETE AUTOMATIC DISH PORTABLE OR PERMANENT INSTALLED

FREE of these laundry savings dish washers. This is the dish washer that rolls on big rubber casters and can be rolled right up to the table for easy loading and top can be used for counter work top. Floor models.

$149.99

---

**WASHERS & DRYERS**

**FREEZERS**

Deluxe, front loading freezer with 8.2 cubic feet capacity. Stainless, White. One year warranty.

**SPECIAL 4 ONLY**

GIANT 17 CU. FT. REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER WITH SEPARATE BINS FOR TOP FREEZER AND REFRIGERATOR ON THAT NEVER NEEDS BE REFRIGERATING

We have 4 of Frigidaire's biggest refrigerators with dozens of automatic refrigeration features that actually let you store hundreds of extra pounds of food in this Giant Size Frigidaire. This is truly a once in a lifetime buy for 4 people who shop early.

$259.99

**SPECIAL 2 ONLY**

**FREEZERS**

Deluxe, front loading freezer with 8.2 cubic feet capacity. Stainless, White. One year warranty.

**FREEZERS**

Deluxe, front loading freezer with 8.2 cubic feet capacity. Stainless, White. One year warranty.

---

**REFRIGERATORS**


**RANGES**

Double oven featuring self-clean electric, semiautomatic all automatically or you can select 1 oven. Floor models.

$259.99

---

**OVER 500 FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES ON DISPLAY FOR THIS GREAT EVENT TODAY. COME EARLY AS THERE ARE DOZENS OF ONE AND TWO OF A KINDS OF SOME OF FRIGIDAIRE'S FINEST APPLIANCES IN ALL COLORS**